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		Fragments Torrent App Update Introduces Highly-Anticipated Feature
April 8, 2024Samantha Rattner


A new version of the open-source BitTorrent client Fragments is available to download.

Fragments 3.0 sees the file-sharing fulfil a long-standing feature request from users, namely the ability to choose which files to download within a torrent, before they download.

Earlier versions of this Linux torrent client didn’t support this, meaning users couldn’t selectively download specific files within a torrent. The client instead would open the torrent and, once added, download all files.

For single-file torrents, or torrents where the user needs every file, that isn’t an issue. But it did mean users needing a particular file(s) within large, multi-gigabyte torrents — lots of archival ones are out there couldn’t — it’s great to see this feature finally added!

Other new features in Fragments 3.0 include:

	Search files in active/completed torrents
	Ability to add .torrent links from the clipboard
	System no longer sleeps when torrents are active
	Supports drag and drop of torrent files
	Auto deletion of .torrent files after adding
	Downloads now stop when metered network detected


As well as new features, Fragments v3.0 includes a number of improvements, bug fixes, and performance optimisations, including reduced CPU usage, better accessibility of the core UI, an and updates the Transmission daemon to v4.0.5.

The latest additions add to the existing feature set, which offers torrent scheduling, queuing, and controls; download/upload speed limits; Magnet link support; options to connect to remote Fragments and Transmission sessions; and more.

Fragments is free, open-source software built using GTK4/libadwaita and Rust. You can find the Fragments source code on Gitlab, where any issues/bugs should be reported.

You can read about the new version on the developer’s blog, or you can go-ahead and download/install the latest version from Flathub.

• Get Fragments on Flathub





Hudson Valley Host is premier provider of cutting-edge hosting solutions, specializing in delivering a seamless online experience for businesses and individuals. We offer a comprehensive range of hosting services, including Shared Hosting, VPS, Dedicated Servers, and Colocation. With 24/7 technical support, robust security measures, and user-friendly control panels, we empower clients in managing their online presence effortlessly. Hudson Valley Host is your trusted partner in achieving online success.

For Inquiries or to receive a personalized quote, please reach out to us through our contact form here or email us at sales@hudsonvalleyhost.com.
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		Microsoft Excises Copilot from Windows Server: A Round of Applause from Admins
March 29, 2024Samantha Rattner


Copilot appears, then disappears, in Windows Server 2025



Artificial intelligence has many benefits, and closer integration with our daily workloads has helped Microsoft‘s Copilot gain popularity. However while it may be a useful addition to Windows 11, many users have complained that it’s not all that necessary in Windows Server.



According to Bob Pony, posting a screenshot to X (via WindowsReport), Copilot has now been removed from Windows Server 2025 as part of Build 26085.



The post’s comments are largely made up of other users, pleased to hear that the addition of Copilot has finally been reconsidered. Some noted that its consumption of energy and computing resources had been unnecessary.



Despite the screenshot indicating that Copilot has been removed, Microsoft’s blog post sharing details on Build 26085 doesn’t actually make any mention of the AI tool.



If the report is true, it raises the question whether Copilot’s inclusion was a mistake in the first place. TechRadar Pro has asked Microsoft to confirm whether Copilot will continue to live on in the upcoming version of Windows Server 2025, but the company did not immediately respond.



The news came around one month after Pony discovered Copilot in Windows Server – its short lifespan on the server OS adds to the suspicion of it being an accidental inclusion.



Copilot, Microsoft’s generative AI tool which uses GPT technology from OpenAI, was added to Windows 11 in September 2023 in the hope that more users would upgrade in order to benefit from the headlining technology. Windows 11 usage still stagnates at just over one-quarter, according to Statcounter. The company’s latest OS accounts for 28% of all Windows installs, compared with 67% for Windows 10.



Sign up to the TechRadar Pro newsletter to get all the top news, opinion, features and guidance your business needs to succeed!



Microsoft has shared the details of Windows Server 2025 Build 26085 on its website. As well as a few tweaks, the update addresses a series of known issues.



With several years’ experience freelancing in tech and automotive circles, Craig’s specific interests lie in technology that is designed to better our lives, including AI and ML, productivity aids, and smart fitness. He is also passionate about cars and the decarbonisation of personal transportation. As an avid bargain-hunter, you can be sure that any deal Craig finds is top value!



How AI leaders are reducing their ecological impact



Integrating continuous testing for digital success



Intel Battlemage leak gives us hope that maybe there’ll be a more powerful 2nd-gen Arc GPU after all



By Cesar CadenasMarch 28, 2024



By Wayne WilliamsMarch 28, 2024



By Craig HaleMarch 28, 2024



By James IdeMarch 28, 2024



By Rhys WoodMarch 28, 2024



By Sead FadilpašićMarch 28, 2024



By Marc McLarenMarch 28, 2024



By Alex BlakeMarch 28, 2024



By Rhys WoodMarch 28, 2024



By Sead FadilpašićMarch 28, 2024



By James IdeMarch 28, 2024




Hudson Valley Host is premier provider of cutting-edge hosting solutions, specializing in delivering a seamless online experience for businesses and individuals. We offer a comprehensive range of hosting services, including Shared Hosting, VPS, Dedicated Servers, and Colocation. With 24/7 technical support, robust security measures, and user-friendly control panels, we empower clients in managing their online presence effortlessly. Hudson Valley Host is your trusted partner in achieving online success.

For Inquiries or to receive a personalized quote, please reach out to us through our contact form here or email us at sales@hudsonvalleyhost.com.
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		Microsoft to Retire WordPad with Windows 11 24H2 Release Later This Year
March 28, 2024Samantha Rattner


Say hello to 24H2, wave goodbye to WordPad



It’s now official that when Windows 11’s big 24H2 update rolls around later this year, we’ll be saying farewell to WordPad.



This is no surprise, as we had already heard the death knell for the venerable default app, with Microsoft announcing WordPad was deprecated back in September 2023, and then it disappeared from preview builds of Windows 11 in January 2024. Back at the time, we were told future releases of Windows 11 would not include WordPad.



As Windows Latest spotted, we now have fresh info from Microsoft which represents concrete confirmation that the 24H2 update will be when WordPad is ditched from its desktop OS.



Microsoft tells us: “WordPad will be removed from all editions of Windows starting in Windows 11, version 24H2 and Windows Server 2025.”



Windows Latest checked current preview builds of Windows 11 24H2, searching for WordPad in the Start menu, and its related files in various folders, finding that it has all been stripped out.



In the past, Microsoft has made it clear that you won’t be able to somehow reinstall WordPad (and that the app won’t be present in new installations of Windows 11). So, you’re not going to be able to avoid losing WordPad when the 24H2 update rolls out to Windows 11 users, which should be around September 2024 (or maybe a bit later). As ever it’ll be a phased rollout so you might not get 24H2 straight away, anyway.



There is one obvious way to keep WordPad, mind you, and that’s not to take the 24H2 update when it’s released. You can stick on 23H2 at least for the length of time it’s supported, which will be until November 2025. After that (or even just before), Microsoft will start force upgrading PCs away from 23H2 (as without support and security updates, users are at risk from unpatched exploits).



Get the hottest deals available in your inbox plus news, reviews, opinion, analysis and more from the TechRadar team.



Of course, by not getting the 24H2 update you’ll be missing out on a whole bunch of new features – so WordPad better be worth a lot to you. Windows 11 24H2 promises to be a major update, not just bringing in new functionality, but also changing the underpinnings of the OS with a new platform – Germanium, which ushers in performance and security benefits under the hood.



Furthermore, Notepad will remain in Windows 11, and Microsoft’s attitude to this is very different in that it’s still actively developing this lightweight text editing app. Notepad has been fleshed out beyond its traditional simplicity to add features such as spellcheck and autocorrect (plus an AI addition could be inbound in the form of Cowriter, even).



Perhaps all of this is happening exactly because WordPad is being dispensed with, so Notepad can be more readily tapped as a mini-Word alternative, as it were.



Darren is a freelancer writing news and features for TechRadar (and occasionally T3) across a broad range of computing topics including CPUs, GPUs, various other hardware, VPNs, antivirus and more. He has written about tech for the best part of three decades, and writes books in his spare time (his debut novel – ‘I Know What You Did Last Supper’ – was published by Hachette UK in 2013).



Want Windows 11’s old Task Manager back? It’s easy – here’s how



Windows 11’s next major feature drop is available now – for those brave enough to grab a preview update



New AMP tool unveiled to help fight deepfake media



By Timothy ColemanMarch 28, 2024



By Mike MooreMarch 28, 2024



By Darren AllanMarch 28, 2024



By Mark WilsonMarch 28, 2024



By Jake GreenMarch 28, 2024



By Alex BlakeMarch 28, 2024



By Sead FadilpašićMarch 28, 2024



By Rob DwiarMarch 28, 2024



By James RogersonMarch 28, 2024



By Kristina TerechMarch 28, 2024



By Lewis MaddisonMarch 28, 2024




Hudson Valley Host is premier provider of cutting-edge hosting solutions, specializing in delivering a seamless online experience for businesses and individuals. We offer a comprehensive range of hosting services, including Shared Hosting, VPS, Dedicated Servers, and Colocation. With 24/7 technical support, robust security measures, and user-friendly control panels, we empower clients in managing their online presence effortlessly. Hudson Valley Host is your trusted partner in achieving online success.

For Inquiries or to receive a personalized quote, please reach out to us through our contact form here or email us at sales@hudsonvalleyhost.com.
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		Unveiling the Root Cause Behind Widespread Windows Server Issue: A Revelation by Microsoft
March 22, 2024Samantha Rattner


Windows Server memory leak fix coming soon, Microsoft says



Microsoft has acknowledged a critical memory leak in the March 2024 Windows Server security update, which has caused widespread crashes among Windows domain controllers.



The news comes a few days after Bleeping Computer reported issues, citing complaints from system administrators posted online to platforms like Reddit.



Redmond has confirmed that the issue stems from an update (OS Build 20348.2340, KB5035857) released on March 12. It affects Windows Server 2022, Windows Server 2019, Windows Server 2016, and Windows Server 2012 R2.



The issue originates from a memory leak in the Local Security Authority Subsystem Service (LSASS) process, which was introduced in this month’s cumulative update. Online complaints detailed by Bleeping Computer showcase admins witnessing affected servers freezing and restarting unexpectedly as LSASS memory consumption ramps up leading to system failure.



Microsoft clarified that only some Windows Server platform variants in organizational environments are affected by this issue. Thus, Home devices seem unaffected by the update.



Understanding the critical nature of the problem, Microsoft has reassured users that they have identified the root cause and are in the process of developing a fix expected to be rolled out in the coming days.



Microsoft has acknowledged this as a known issue in the KB5035857 update. Further details of this and the changes made are highlighted on this page .



Sign up to the TechRadar Pro newsletter to get all the top news, opinion, features and guidance your business needs to succeed!



Meanwhile, Microsoft indicates no viable solution for the issue exists – apart from extracting the contentious update from the implicated domain controllers, providing a temporary respite.



On top of that, this is not the first encounter Microsoft has with LSASS-related challenges. In the last month of 2022, December, analogue to the memory leakage issue impacted domain controllers following Windows Server’s updates. What’s more, a similar instance surfaced earlier in March 2022.



Specializing in tech and automotive sectors, Craig comes with several years’ freelancing experience. His substantial interests are centred around technologies created to enhance our lives, including AI and ML, productivity tools and intelligent fitness. He also harbours a passion for cars and the gradual reduction in the carbon footprint of personal transportation. Known for his knack for bargain hunting, you can trust every deal Craig stumbles upon, to be top-notch in value!



Amazon is making it easier to buy from SMBs



UN general assembly adopts its first AI resolution



Major new malware campaign hits thousands of WordPress sites



By Benedict CollinsMarch 22, 2024



By Darren AllanMarch 22, 2024

By Darren AllanMarch 22, 2024

By Carrie MarshallMarch 22, 2024

By Craig HaleMarch 22, 2024



By Lewis MaddisonMarch 22, 2024



By Rhys WoodMarch 22, 2024



By David NieldMarch 22, 2024



By James RogersonMarch 22, 2024



By Craig HaleMarch 22, 2024




Hudson Valley Host is premier provider of cutting-edge hosting solutions, specializing in delivering a seamless online experience for businesses and individuals. We offer a comprehensive range of hosting services, including Shared Hosting, VPS, Dedicated Servers, and Colocation. With 24/7 technical support, robust security measures, and user-friendly control panels, we empower clients in managing their online presence effortlessly. Hudson Valley Host is your trusted partner in achieving online success.
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		Alert: Google Chrome Issues Warning to All Windows Users
March 17, 2024Samantha Rattner


If you’re one of the billion-plus users of Google Chrome on Windows, then you have just been warned that what might look like malware hijacking your browser is not what it seems…



A serious new warning has been issued for the billion-plus Chrome users on Windows



3/17 update below; article originally published 3/15.



Google Chrome dominates the desktop browser market, which means it’s the default for a billion-plus Windows users—almost all of whom also default to Google for their search.



This situation appears to irk Microsoft, and the company seemingly can’t understand why all those (Microsoft) Windows users don’t also use (Microsoft) Edge as their browser and (Microsoft’s) Bing as their search engine. They’d like to remedy this. And the thing about captive audiences…



Last month, I reported that Mozilla (another also ran behind Chrome in the browser market) had commissioned independent research that warned Window’s Chrome users that they would be inundated with “switch to Edge” banners and pop-ups when they installed Chrome. That same report also warned that Bing messages were being targeted at those same users.



A month later and here we are again. As first reported by Windows Latest, “Microsoft is rolling out a new server-side update that could trick some people into using Bing as a default search engine in Google Chrome.” Users on Reddit and elsewhere are also warning that a new Bing popup is such an irritant that it looks like malware. It’s safe—that’s not the issue. It’s a persistent ad pushing Chrome users away from Google towards Bing, which is a different kind of problem.



According to The Verge, “Microsoft has confirmed that the pop-ups are genuine and should only appear once.” The company’s spokesperson even suggested that Chrome users were being offered some kind of Microsoft freebie here, in the form of Co-Pilot (aka ChatGPT) prompts. “We value providing our customers with choice, so there is an option to dismiss the notification.”



Despite that assurance, online comments suggest this Bing promotion echoes the persistence of the Edge push that hit the headlines last month, and which included an “error” on Microsoft’s part—since fixed, where Edge was copying across Chrome settings without user permission.



Bing popup targeting Chrome users



The issue of course is that Microsoft banners and popups for those running Windows come across as OS notifications, not just marketing. As the researchers behind Mozilla’s report last month warned, “users may be alarmed when they see the Edge promotional message appear within the Chrome download page, reasoning that since the banner is unusual it must be very important.”



That same theme fuels comments online. One Reddit user complained that “a computer OS should not be a sales platform, and should not be an advertising platform for the company’s other products. This kind of thing is disgusting and shouldn’t be allowed.” While another posted: “Microsoft, seriously. Find those ‘Microsoft Support’ people hidden in your campus and get them out. You are seriously blurring the line between being a credible software vendor and malware as you go along.”



Tom Warren contributing to The Verge echoes a corresponding standpoint. “I’ve been escalatingly irritated with Microsoft’s endeavors to forcibly send pop-up ads to Chrome users in recent times… Microsoft has previously compelled individuals into Edge after a Windows Update, and perpetually exhibits a full-screen notification to persuade Windows users to transition to Bing and Edge whenever updates get implemented.”



I have reached out to Microsoft for any inputs on these user grievances.



Of course, there’s an interesting contradiction here. This situation is unfolding while Europe’s DMA and regulatory bodies elsewhere are intensifying their scrutiny on so-called gatekeeper tech providers—including Microsoft and Google. Yet, in spite of Microsoft’s preeminence in its Windows desktop OS or in facets of AI, it’s a different scenario with Edge and Bing, where they are relatively minor entities. Where these Microsoft platforms are attempting to compete with Chrome and Google Search, it’s fair to depict Microsoft as David while Google plays Goliath.



Therefore, providing you are using Chrome and Google Search, for now, you will just have to endure the banners and popups. That is unless of course, you’re swayed by the promotion and wish to transition. In such cases, all you have to do is a single click. Microsoft has made it that straightforward, which, indirectly, is the crux of the matter.



3/17 update: It seems that these popups are not the only persistent push that Chrome users will see towards Bing. Microsoft’s Dev Channel has just published release notes that include this added feature: 



“Implemented a Bing search box on the error message page.” 



This is timely given the online response to those Bing popups. That said, it’s a smart move—a simple click to search for information on an error code, using Bing, of course. In fairness, this is unlike a promoted settings change—which is persistent, but even so it will further fuel the concerns users are now expressing.



As we saw with the Edge promotion last month, it does seem that Microsoft has Chrome more in its sights than other browsers. One Reddit user responded to the ongoing furore by pointing out “I’m using the Brave browser (Chromium) with DuckDuckGo as my search engine. I haven’t seen any pop-ups for Bing.”



Despite the furore, this spat between Microsoft and Google will continue—this is just the latest episode in a much more complex story. Remember the recently unsealed legal documents in which Google claimed Bing search weaknesses?



And as entertaining as the battle over browsers and current search technologies might be, the real fun and games will be saved for AI, with Google and Microsoft right at the forefront of the new battleground for users. 



Microsoft claims it needs to wrap up deals across the generative AI landscape to compete with Google, which has far greater capacity to run an integrated AI stack. 



Microsoft has just said as much to European regulators: “Today, only one company—Google—is vertically integrated in a manner that provides it with strength and independence at every AI layer from chips to a thriving mobile app store. Everyone else must rely on partnerships to innovate and compete.”



As reported by Verdict , “a Google spokesperson said the company hoped the [European] Commission’s study would ‘shine a light on companies that don’t offer the openness of Google Cloud or have a long history of locking in customers—and who are bringing that same approach to AI services’.”



As Google pushes Gemini and Microsoft pushes Co-pilot across their landscapes, and with AI expected to change the traditional search landscape—notwithstanding these latest Bing promotions—all of these various threads are set to blur. 



Watch this space…




Hudson Valley Host is premier provider of cutting-edge hosting solutions, specializing in delivering a seamless online experience for businesses and individuals. We offer a comprehensive range of hosting services, including Shared Hosting, VPS, Dedicated Servers, and Colocation. With 24/7 technical support, robust security measures, and user-friendly control panels, we empower clients in managing their online presence effortlessly. Hudson Valley Host is your trusted partner in achieving online success.

For Inquiries or to receive a personalized quote, please reach out to us through our contact form here or email us at sales@hudsonvalleyhost.com.
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		Critical Warning Issued for All Windows Users Regarding Google Chrome
March 16, 2024Samantha Rattner


If you’re amongst the billion-plus users of Google Chrome on Windows, then a warning has been issued that malware potentially hijacking your browser might be more than it appears to be…



For the billion-plus Chrome users on Windows, a serious new warning has been served.



Google Chrome dominates the desktop browser market, and due to this, it is the default for a billion-plus Windows users—almost all of whom also default to Google for their search activities.



This scenario seems to annoy Microsoft, who can’t comprehend why all the Windows users aren’t also using Edge as their browser and Bing as their search engine. They aim to fix this situation. Speaking in terms of captive audiences…



Last month, I reported that Mozilla (another also ran behind Chrome in the browser market) had commissioned independent research that warned Window’s Chrome users that they would be inundated with “switch to Edge” banners and pop-ups when they installed Chrome. That same report also warned that Bing messages were being targeted at those same users.



A month later and here we are again. As first reported by Windows Latest, “Microsoft is rolling out a new server-side update that could trick some people into using Bing as a default search engine in Google Chrome.” Users on Reddit and elsewhere are also warning that a new Bing popup is such an irritant that it looks like malware. It’s safe—that’s not the issue. It’s a persistent ad pushing Chrome users away from Google towards Bing, which is a different kind of problem.



According to The Verge, “Microsoft has confirmed that the pop-ups are genuine and should only appear once.” The company’s spokesperson even suggested that Chrome users were being offered some kind of Microsoft freebie here, in the form of Co-Pilot (aka ChatGPT) prompts. “We value providing our customers with choice, so there is an option to dismiss the notification.”



Despite that assurance, online comments suggest this Bing promotion echoes the persistence of the Edge push that hit the headlines last month, and which included an “error” on Microsoft’s part—since fixed, where Edge was copying across Chrome settings without user permission.



Bing popup targeting Chrome users



The issue here is that Microsoft banners and popups for Windows users appear as OS notifications, not just advertisements. As suggested by the researchers in last month’s Mozilla report, users can get alarmed when they see the Edge promotional message appears within the Chrome download page. They might think it’s critically important because such a banner is unusual.



The same view sparks online discussions. One Reddit user voiced their concern mentioning that a computer OS should not be a sales or an advertising platform for the company’s other products, and such marketing strategy is obnoxious and must not be allowed. Another user urged Microsoft to find the ‘Microsoft Support’ employees within their company and hold them accountable as their actions are blurring the lines between being a credible software vendor and generating malware.



Tom Warren, a writer in The Verge, expressed a similar sentiment. He finds Microsoft’s attempts to aggressively push pop-up ads to Chrome users over the recent years increasingly annoying. Once, Microsoft even compelled people into Edge following a Windows Update and regularly displays a full-screen message to Windows users urging them to switch to Bing and Edge following updates.



Remarkably, this situation evolves even as Europe’s DMA and other regulators are tightening their focus on so-called gatekeeper technology vendors, including Microsoft and Google. However, despite Microsoft’s superiority in Windows desktop OS and certain AI components, when it comes down to Edge and Bing, they are merely small players. While these Microsoft platforms are striving to catch up with Chrome and Google Search, Microsoft is like David pitted against Google’s Goliath.



So, for the time being, if you’re using Chrome and Google Search, you’ll have to overlook the banners and pop-up alerts, unless you buy into the marketing and desire to transition. If you do, all you need to do is click. Microsoft has made it this simple, which is the entire point.



Microsoft has been contacted for any remarks regarding these user complaints.




Hudson Valley Host is premier provider of cutting-edge hosting solutions, specializing in delivering a seamless online experience for businesses and individuals. We offer a comprehensive range of hosting services, including Shared Hosting, VPS, Dedicated Servers, and Colocation. With 24/7 technical support, robust security measures, and user-friendly control panels, we empower clients in managing their online presence effortlessly. Hudson Valley Host is your trusted partner in achieving online success.

For Inquiries or to receive a personalized quote, please reach out to us through our contact form here or email us at sales@hudsonvalleyhost.com.
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		Resolving KB5035849 Failure with 0xd0000034 for Windows 10 and Server Users
March 13, 2024Samantha Rattner


KB5035849 for Windows 10 and Windows Server encounters 0xd0000034 failure, but fret not as there are others who have also reported about the same issue. The immediate solution to counter the KB5035849 update’s 0xd0000034 installation problem is to head to the Microsoft Update Catalog and manually initiate the patch using .msu installers.



The update, KB5035849, is the recent update for Windows 10 version 1809 (LTSC) and Windows Server, deployed as part of Microsoft’s Patch Tuesday in March 2024. According to accounts observed by Windows Latest, KB5035849 fails to install tagging error 0xd0000034, which doesn’t aid in identifying the bug.



The update faces a similar failure on Windows Server 2019 with “2024-03 Cumulative Update for Windows Server 2019 (1809) for x64-based Systems (KB5035849) surfacing Download error – 0xd0000034.” If you are impacted, here’s a rapid step-by-step guide to resolve the 0xd0000034 error during the installation process:



Upon completion, Windows will activate the KB5035849 automatically, and a system reboot is a must to complete the installation process.



However, before installing the March 2024 security patch, ensure you’ve already deployed KB5005112 (August 2021 servicing stack update).



Also, it’s important to mention that in Windows 10 version 1809 LTSC, you may come across a slightly extended error message that also states Windows is experiencing difficulties downloading some updates:



There were problems downloading some updates, but we’ll try again later. If you keep seeing this, try searching the web or contacting support for help. This error code might help: (0xd0000034).



This issue impacts Windows Server 2019 more than the LTSC version of Windows 10 version 1809, as admins predominantly use the Server editions. However, the workaround is applicable across all editions where KB5035849 is available.



Windows Latest understands that Microsoft is aware of the reports and is investigating the issue. If you’re still unable to deploy the patch via the Update Catalog, I recommend checking for updates a few hours after Microsoft has released a fix.

March 2024 update for version 1809 (LTSC enterprise) is an important release as it fixes multiple issues, including a bug that affects Active Directory domains. In addition to the version 1809 update, Microsoft has also released KB5035845 for newer versions of Windows 10.

About The Author

Mayank Parmar



Mayank Parmar is the owner and Editor-in-Chief of Windows Latest. He is also an entrepreneur and has been in tech journalism for more than seven years. Mayank has written on a wide range of topics, but his most recognized work is his well-researched articles on Microsoft’s Windows. His articles and research have been referenced by various reputable platforms such as CNN, Business Insiders, Forbes, Fortune, CBS Interactive, and Microsoft, among others, over the years.
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		Secure Your Spot: Register for the Microsoft Windows Server Summit 2024 Today!
March 12, 2024Samantha Rattner




Learn from experts and get ready for the future of Windows Server.



Stay ahead of the curve and learn about the latest innovations and best practices in the world of Windows Server. Join us March 26 to 28, 2024 at the Windows Server Summit for a free virtual event sponsored by Intel®.



This technical event is designed for experienced IT professionals and IT leaders who want to deepen their knowledge and skills in Windows Server and learn how to manage Windows Server workloads in a hybrid cloud environment. You’ll hear from product engineers, Intel® experts, and Microsoft Most Valuable Professionals (MVPs) sharing insights and tips to get the most out of Windows Server. You’ll also get a sneak peek at exciting features and enhancements coming in Windows Server 2025, the next major release of Microsoft’s server operating system.





Windows Server Summit



Join us on March 26 to 28, 2024


		

			Register today

								







Windows Server Summit has been an annual virtual event for the past three years. While it was one of the most popular virtual events for our part of the business, each year we got feedback that people wanted more demos and deeper technical content. This year, those wishes are coming true! Our robust schedule (to be released) spans three days and allows viewers to join for specific segments that are most relevant to them. We’ve also included some non-Microsoft speakers to provide their unique take on the content.



All Windows Server Summit sessions are presented by Microsoft engineering teams and technical leaders from Intel® as well as our expert Microsoft MVPs. Here are some examples of what you can expect from this event:



Windows Server 2025 preview



Did you catch the Microsoft Ignite 2024 session with Jeff Woolsey and Elden Christensen in matching purple shirts? That was still early days—there is more to share! At the Windows Server Summit, Elden will provide an overview of all the new features and improvements you can expect to see when Windows Server 2025 is released in late 2024.



Did you know that while you are playing Xbox at home, the team supporting the backend services uses Hotpatch? Find out how they do it in our session with Vishal Baja and Viraj Desai from Windows engineering and Tim Dreyling from Xbox networking teams.



Is software defined networking (SDN) your thing? You won’t want to miss Cindy Wan, Anirban Paul, Kyle Bisnett, and Samuel Liu of the SDN team for their demo bash session—including how to use upcoming Azure Kubernetes Services (AKS) and network security enhancements.



Are you looking for ways to prepare for AI? Afia Boakye and Nicole Bourain from the core operating system (OS) virtualization team will dive into new features in the Windows Server and Azure Stack HCI covering GPU failover clustering and new GPU partitioning (GPU-P) for GPU virtualization.



Security and hardening Windows Server



What are your thoughts on NTLM? Join Zak Whittington, Program Manager for Windows Authentication, and Steve Syfuhs, Principal Software Engineer, as they walk you through the evolution of Windows Authentication with Windows Server 2025 updates to NTLM and Kerberos improvement.



Eric Woodruff, Security MVP, is sharing his expertise with sessions on taking steps to secure Windows Server Active Directory with the Security Compliance Toolkit and Center for Internet Security (CIS) Benchmarks as well as a session specific to protecting your server from management plane attacks.



Microsoft understands not every server is running the latest version of Windows Server. Still, keeping your servers secure is vital. Join Principal Product Managers Poornima Priyadarshini and Jason Leznek to learn how Azure Arc extends the Azure control plane to on-premises servers and take advantage of Extended Security Updates (ESUs) on a flexible monthly billing model with keyless activation.



Windows Server hybrid and cloud



Are you running Windows Server on-premises or at the edge? Learn how you can leverage Azure automation, PowerShell, run command, and many other Azure management solutions for your on-premises Windows Servers. Thomas Maurer, Senior Program Manager and Chief Evangelist Azure Hybrid, and Ryan Willis, Product Manager for Azure Arc, will share how to automate your on-premises Windows Server from the cloud using Azure Arc.



Upgrades and migrations



Want to understand the details of Windows Server upgrade and update processes? We have the core team responsible front and center to walk you through the “how” and “when” of updates—including the upgrade path from Windows Server 2018 to Windows Server 2025.



Gregor Reimling is a rare, dual category MVP in Azure and Security. He will share his best practices for a successful Azure migration starting with the Cloud Adoption Framework (CAF) and look at the Azure Migrate and Modernize program.



Windows Server best practices



Fady Azmy, Program Manager for Windows Server, and Vinicius Apolinario, Senior Cloud Advocate, will share practical strategies and best practices for using containers to boost efficiency and simplify deployment while maximizing resource utilization for Windows Server applications.



Interested in host networking on the edge? Join Basel Kablawi, Product Manager for network data plane, and Anirban Paul, Principal Product Manager, as they share what’s new and exciting in networking for Windows Server, highlighting Network ATC, Network HUD, and Accelerated Networking.



Don’t miss the opportunity to learn from experts and participate in live Q&A. Register now to save your spot and get access to on-demand sessions and resources after the event. We look forward to seeing you online.


Register today





Hudson Valley Host is premier provider of cutting-edge hosting solutions, specializing in delivering a seamless online experience for businesses and individuals. We offer a comprehensive range of hosting services, including Shared Hosting, VPS, Dedicated Servers, and Colocation. With 24/7 technical support, robust security measures, and user-friendly control panels, we empower clients in managing their online presence effortlessly. Hudson Valley Host is your trusted partner in achieving online success.

For Inquiries or to receive a personalized quote, please reach out to us through our contact form here or email us at sales@hudsonvalleyhost.com.
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		Step-by-Step Guide on Deleting Windows Server Backup Copies
March 8, 2024Samantha Rattner


Windows Server Backup is a pre-installed backup utility that grants administrators the ability to schedule recurring, custom, and manual backups. This complimentary utility offers an assortment of wizards and tools to carry out fundamental backup and recovery operations which can be beneficial in enhancing the system’s efficiency.



Nonetheless, an accumulation of backup copies, particularly dated ones, can noticeably use up disk space, impacting the system’s efficiency. This article provides a comprehensive look into various techniques of discarding outdated and unneeded backup copies.



The Windows Server Backup utility has the capability to back up specific system states, files, directories, drives, and the entire server data, operating system, and installed software. The backups obtained by WSB are saved as snapshot or volume shadow copies utilizing the Volume Shadow Copy Service, or VSS, in Windows. When the data is cloned, a shadow copy is automatically produced using the VSS, which preserves the system’s present state as the backup version.



There exist two unique techniques for shadow copy production:



The creation of data copies results in two distinct images: the initial volume and the shadow copy volume. The first volume allows for both reading and writing, but the shadow copy volume only permits reading. This restriction to read-only ensures that the shadow volume keeps a record of all changes until the administrator decides to alter it.



Further Reading: Problems with the user interface of the Windows Server Backup utility



The Windows Server eradicates copies of WSB on a regular schedule. But for any exceptions to this, manual deletion is possible via the Terminal Prompt and the use of specific commands. The process for deleting WSB can be divided into three main categories, as detailed below:



WSB skillfully governs the storage space for backup copies, self-adjusting the disk space as needed. It reduces the space reserved for older backup images or snapshots to make room for new ones. This ‘freed’ space, taken from older snapshots to house the newer ones, is often called the diff area.



WSB usually refrains from minimizing the diff area to below 1/8th of the necessary target volume in order to prevent the deletion of older backups while making room for new ones.



Check out: How to Activate, Pause, Reboot Windows Server Backup Service



As indicated by its name, a system state backup creates a snapshot of the current system state by preserving OS files and necessary components for system operation. It can be used to assist in system restoration when the device turns on, but the OS fails to load due to damaged system files or registry.



The wbadmin command along with the relevant option or parameters are usually employed for inspecting and erasing Windows Backup Server copies. To use the command, we need to access the Terminal Prompt with Administrator privileges. Nonetheless, before initiating the deletion procedure, we should confirm the existing backup copies and their classifications (system state or entire) to correctly execute the command. Here’s an example to view the present backups, you can launch the Terminal prompt as an Admin and input:



The use of the wbadmin delete systemstatebackup command allows for the deleting of System State backups, applying the necessary parameters as indicated below:



Delete Oldest System Backup



Through incorporating the -deleteOldest parameter with the wbadmin delete systemstatebackup command, the system’s oldest backup can be deleted. To exemplify this, in order to remove the oldest system state backup saved on the D: drive, the command would read:



Note: In instances where the backup is saved on either the system drive or C:, there is no need to specify the target drive in the command.



Delete all System Backups except the five most recent ones

The deletion process can be customized for deleting particular backup copies as well. For instance, if we want to exclude the five most recent system state backups from deletion, we can utilize the wbadmin command with the –keepVersions parameter as illustrated below:

Delete a Specific System State Backup

With the wbadmin command, it’s also possible to delete certain backup copies. For instance, to remove a system state backup captured on the 31st of March, 2023 at 10.00, we can input the command provided below in the Terminal prompt.



Note: The details of the backup copy concerning its date and time need to be checked from the version identifier line while viewing the list of available backups.



Read: Shadow Copies are lost during backup in Windows



To delete full backups, the wbadmin command can be used along with the delete backup option instead of the delete systemstatebackup as mentioned below:



Delete oldest full backup



Delete all backups except the last 5



Delete a particular system state backup



No, the Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS), also known as Windows Server Backup (WSB), does not directly back up the Windows registry user hives. Since VSS focuses on file-level backups, the Windows registry is not a traditional file but a hierarchical database stored in memory and on disk.



Read: How to Install, Uninstall, Reset Windows Server Backup



WSB in the latest Windows Server doesn’t have a specific storage limit, thanks to VHDX files. However, there are some limitations, such as the Underlying storage system being limited to 16TB, and the VSS may not support volumes exceeding 64 TB.



Updated on March 6, 2024
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Hudson Valley Host is premier provider of cutting-edge hosting solutions, specializing in delivering a seamless online experience for businesses and individuals. We offer a comprehensive range of hosting services, including Shared Hosting, VPS, Dedicated Servers, and Colocation. With 24/7 technical support, robust security measures, and user-friendly control panels, we empower clients in managing their online presence effortlessly. Hudson Valley Host is your trusted partner in achieving online success.

For Inquiries or to receive a personalized quote, please reach out to us through our contact form here or email us at sales@hudsonvalleyhost.com.
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		Complete Guide on Starting, Stopping, and Restarting Windows Server Backup Service
March 5, 2024Samantha Rattner


You might occasionally need to restart the Windows Server Backup service. We have put together a detailed guide on how you could do this for almost every version of the Windows Server. The process is explained comprehensively, ready for your reference when required.



The procedure involves two main steps. Firstly, you must understand how to start the Windows Server Backup service. Afterward, you can learn the method to stop it. However, if the service is already operating in the background, you could simply follow the latter part to terminate the ongoing process.



To start the Windows Server Backup service, follow these steps:



Initiate by opening the Server Manager. You can do this by clicking on the Start Menu and locating the utility. After you’ve opened it, click on the Manage button located on the top-right corner and select the Add Roles and Features option.



First, disregard the initial screen, then select the Role-based or feature-based installation alternative and tap the Next button.



After that, you’ll need to select your server pool. If only a single choice is available, just press the Next button.



The following tab is named Server Roles. There’s no need to select anything here. Just hit the Next button to advance to the Features tab. Once you’re there, checkmark the Windows Server Backup box and hit the Next button.



Under the Confirmation tab, click the Install button and let the process complete.



Once completed, your service will be operational automatically. There is no requirement for a restart of your server.

If you need to halt the Windows Server Backup service, you need to adhere to the following steps:

For further knowledge regarding these steps, keep reading.

Initially, it’s essential to launch the Server Manager on your system. Subsequently, click on the Manage button and select the Remove Roles and Features option.



Next, select a server from the server pool in the Server Selection tab. Once selected, proceed to the Server Roles window and click on the Next button without ticking any options.



This will take you to the Features tab. Here, you are required to uncheck the Windows Server Backup option.



After completing this step, navigate to the Confirmation window, press the Remove button, and wait patiently.



If you wish to stop the Windows Server Backup service using the Command Prompt, follow the instructions below:



To Get More Info about these steps, continue reading.



First, you need to open the Command Prompt with administrator privileges. For that, search for cmdin the Taskbar search box, right-click on the search result, and select the Run as administrator option.



Then, enter this command:



Note: This command works only when your backup service is already running in the background. If not, you might come across some error.



Read: Best free backup software for Windows Server



To restart the backup service in Windows Server, you need to use the Server Manager. Utilize the Add Roles and Features option to start the Windows Server Backup service and use the Remove Roles and Features option to stop it. However, you can also use the Command Prompt to do the same thing. For that, you need to use the wbadmin stop job command.



Read: Server execution failed (0x80080005): Windows backup application could not start



To reset the Windows Server Backup service, you must first remove the functionality. For that, go to the Remove Roles and Features wizard in the Server Manager and remove it. Then, you would need to add it again. You can use the Manage > Add Roles and Features wizard for that. Whatever steps you take, ensure to choose the correct server from the server pool menu.



Read: Windows Server Backup GUI missing.
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